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Anchors
Component Factor 
No, sole factor and priority (view a summary of this priority) 

Ranking 

Anchors 
Rank Score Descriptor 

Influence 57th out of 237 4.10 out of 5 Highly Influential 

Control 49th out of 237 3.48 out of 4 Potentially controllable 

25 Priorities 24th out of 237 14.24 Very high priority 

Description/Definition 
A high street anchor can be described as any type of attraction or infrastructure that increases, through 
its name and/or function, the presence of people (footfall) at the high street and the surrounding areas. 
Traditionally, an anchor has predominantly been a term synonymous with retailing, however, an anchor 
can also be a busy transport interchange (train and bus stations), a large employer (hospital or 
university), or a social anchor (professional sports club or community centre) that “acts as a support net 
to develop and maintain social networks and social capital” (Clopton and Finch, 2011, p. 70).  

Why does it matter? (Influence) 
An anchor within the high street is an important element of competitiveness and attractiveness, and  is 
seen as a vital element in ‘sustainable development’ plans for locations. In terms of retailing, a variety of 
shops and retail formats can act as anchors by supplementing and enhancing the retail offer and the 
centre’s overall diversity. An anchor can also be related to leisure and entertainment activities, 
universities, sports stadia or to transport hubs, such as train stations that accommodate an enormous 
volume of commuters and allow for complementary activities such as takeaway eating and convenience 
shopping.  

What can you do about it? (Control) 
The nature of the anchor depends on the type of town, but their role as a key footfall driver makes a 
major contribution to the image of the location and to its uses. Place managers must ensure that the role 
of the anchor is recognised by other businesses in the town, as anchors can become major trip attractors 
and generate high levels of spill-over trade effects.  

See also 
Activity; Experience; Attractiveness; Walking 

https://www.highstreetstaskforce.org.uk/resources/details/?id=e1c46754-16a2-4e2e-a00b-15c45e09f6f5
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